
Spelling Words and Sentences
List D-25: VCCV Words

1.  dentist   The dentist took x-rays of Kayla's teeth. 

2.  pencil   Where is the pencil sharpener?  

3.  secret   Dina told her sister a secret. 

4.  confess   I must confess, I don't know how to play checkers. 

5.  college   Athena's dad was the first person in his family to go to college. 

6.  survive   An arctic fox has thick fur to help it survive the cold temperatures of the North Pole. 

7.  dislike   Many people dislike the sound of something hard scraping against a chalkboard. 

8.  perfume   The scent of perfume lingered in the front of the department store. 

9.  capture   Rory likes to capture beautiful scenes of nature with his digital camera. 

10.  hunger   Two slices of pizza were not enough to satisfy Albert's hunger. 

11.  extend   Giraffes will extend their long necks to eat the leaves from the highest parts of trees. 

12.  corner   Drop your letters in the mailbox on the corner of the street. 

13.  reptile   An alligator is an example of a reptile. 

14.  sandal   By mistake, Sherry left one sandal by the side of the pool. 

15.  shelter   At the nature exhibit, Andy learned how to build a shelter in the wilderness. 

16.  absent   Lulu hasn't been absent a single day this school year. 

17.  silver   The engaged couple picked out a pair of silver wedding bands. 

18.  welcome   Mr. Tucker gave a warm welcome to his new class on the first day of school. 

19.  insect   A very strange-looking insect is the praying mantis. 

20.  subject   What is your favorite subject in school?

Review Words

21.  spaghetti   Ilaria's favorite meal is spaghetti and meatballs. 

22.  telephone  Instead of having a house telephone, many people have their own cell phones.  

23.  principal  Our school has a new principal this year. 

Challenge Words 

24.  fantastic  The surprise party we threw for Kevin turned out to be fantastic.  

25.  indulgent  The parents were so indulgent with their child that she grew demanding and spoiled. 
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